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body shop at Porsche Leipzig started by ana-

will be to send error notifications fully automati-

lyzing around two billion data sets from one

cally to the appropriate maintenance personnel.

year, and used algorithms to correlate them

achieve this, however, considerably more data
must be gathered and evaluated. “We’re really
talking about big data here, and about self-opti-

with each other. All data that indicated irregu-

TEN PERCENT MORE EFFICIENT

mizing production systems,” observes Wagner.

larities were localized on a “map.”

The improvement measures have helped to

Thus far, analysis has concentrated on the past.

raise output from 18 to 21 car bodies an

In order to explore the future and engage in

This revealed the fact that certain error notifica-

hour. Porsche wants to use the time leading

tions appeared more frequently at certain loca-

up to the next model to prepare for the future.

tions. For example, identical systems showed

“We’re not under pressure, and our car body

different error rates for the left and right car

construction processes are stable,” says Al-

doors. Once this was detected, both the source

brecht Reimold, the Porsche Executive Board

of the error and its solution were quickly found.

member in charge of production. “But that’s

The process intervals (takt times) for the mirror-

exactly what gives us the chance to try out

image systems were not absolutely identical

new ideas, and start doing basic planning for

and needed to be synchronized. Analyzing mod-

the systems we’ll use for the next models—
like what data we’ll need from system and ro-

A glance at the digital shift log streamlines

bot manufacturers in the future.”

the search for a solution.

The goal is clear: an early warning system for
errors before they actually occur. This will en-

ROBOT PARADISE
The robots at the Porsche plant in Leipzig have a good life. They are treated like powerful
and high-strung racehorses, and given the highest level of care and feeding. All the attention pays
off—the well-groomed yellow “colleagues” are extraordinarily efficient.

predictive analytics, complex processes will be

able the relevant components to be replaced

needed—and the help of artificial intelligence.

before they break down, and maintenance

Porsche Leipzig and Porsche Consulting are

plans to be adjusted to meet real needs. To

already working together on this vision. p

Maintenance 4.0: The right maintenance specialist
is informed by smartwatch.

ern metal-working processes was a more complex matter. “The analysis showed that there
were more spot-welding errors on hot-worked
steels than on other materials. By adjusting the
relevant welding parameters, we were able to
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increase productivity,” says Wagner.

MARCO PROSCH

MAINTENANCE BY SMARTWATCH
When other problems occur at the body shop,
ending, welding, and riveting

Macan (photo above). But even if the robots

sheet metal—these are the

don’t smile back when they’re carefully groomed

exceeds what a human being can process, so

the Leipzig team find solutions faster. If oper-

heaviest types of labor. But

by specially trained maintenance personnel, they

the connections often remain unrecognized. A

ators see a problem they can’t solve on their

the yellow giants are up to

do provide information on how they’re doing.

pilot project with Porsche Consulting has now

own, they enter it in an app on a tablet or oper-

the job. The only thing they’re

They just have their own way of expressing it.

mined this enormous collection of data.

ating panel. A maintenance specialist qualified

ing emotions. Not yet, at any rate. But if these

All robots speak a common language, that of

TWO BILLION DATA SETS

issued smartwatch. The app shows all similar

high-powered and teachable robots did in

data. The 387 robots at the Macan body shop

How can existing data be used to increase pro-

errors that have appeared in the past, com-

fact have feelings, they would probably regard

generate around 70,000 maintenance-relevant

duction levels and lower maintenance costs?

piled in a digital shift log. Entries can be “liked”

the Porsche plant in Leipzig as paradise. “Un-

data sets every day. Their systems and compo-

After all, maintenance accounts for around

if they are considered helpful. So the app be-

fortunately, you can’t tell how machines are do-

nents are constantly measuring a range of val-

ten percent of an automotive factory’s total

comes more instructive over time, and speeds

ing just by looking at them,” says Norbert Wag-

ues such as heat, position, and energy require-

operating costs. To address this question, an

up the search for solutions. The technology is

The “caretakers” know their robots well: Maintenance personnel use Data Matrix codes to access

ner, the head of the body shop for the Porsche

ments. And if there’s a problem, they’ll signal

expert team from Porsche Consulting and the

currently being tested, and the next logical step

specific information.
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it. However, the volume of data they produce

the pilot project with smart technology helps

to solve the problem is notified via a company-

not terribly good at is display-
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PORSCHE MACAN

BIRD’S-EYE VIEW
OF THE BODY SHOP

Preassembly is where the aluminum engine

The first station on the main line

hood is made. Its individual components

produces the underbody. This is
also where the Porsche SUV re-

1

ceives the “construction plan” that

are folded and riveted. High-tech adhesive is
applied between the outer and inner parts.

will accompany it throughout its
journey—a transponder with all

2

the vehicle-relevant data.

How SUV bodies are made at the Porsche factory in Leipzig.

The superstructure comes
next: the side walls, doors,

3

tailgate, and top.

60

MILLION
digital entries are registered
by the systems in one year.
If printed on letter-sized
paper, the stack would be
120 meters high.

387

Main line
Preassembly
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SPOT WELDS

help to build the car bodies.

are performed by robots.

8

10

divided into 100 intervals
(takt times) is how long it
takes to make a car body.

is the increase in efficiency
achieved. Output per hour
rose from 18 to 21.

HOURS

6,000

ROBOTS

PERCENT

+
+

35,000
SQUARE METERS

is the surface area of the body
shop. That is roughly equivalent to five football fields.
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